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Synonyms
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Definition

A▶ local feature is an image pattern which differs from

its immediate neighborhood. It is usually associated

with a change of an image property or several proper-

ties simultaneously, though it is not necessarily loca-

lized exactly on this change. The image properties

commonly considered are intensity, color, and texture.

Figure 1 shows some examples of local features in a

contour image (left) as well as in a grayvalue image

(right). Local features can be points, but also edgels or

small image patches. Typically, some measurements are

taken from a ▶ region centered on a local feature and

converted into descriptors. The descriptors can then be

used for various applications. Three broad categories

of feature ▶ detectors can be distinguished based on

their possible usage. It is not exhaustive or the only way

of categorizing the features but it emphasizes different

properties required by the usage scenarios. First, one

might be interested in a specific type of local features,

as they may have a specific semantic interpretation in

the limited context of a certain application. For in-

stance, edges detected in aerial images often corre-

spond to roads; blob detection can be used to

identify impurities in some inspection task; etc. These

were the first applications for which local feature

detectors have been proposed. Second, one might be

interested in local features since they provide a limited

set of well localized and individually identifiable an-

chor points. What the features actually represent is not

really relevant, as long as their location can be deter-

mined accurately and in a stable manner over time.

This is for instance the situation in most matching or

tracking applications, and especially for camera cali-

bration or 3D reconstruction. Other application

domains include pose estimation, image alignment,

or mosaicing. A typical example here is the features

used in the KLT tracker [201 Au1]. Finally, a set of local

features can be used as a robust image representation,

that allows to recognize objects or scenes without the

need for segmentation. Here again, it does not really

matter what the features actually represent. They do

not even have to be localized precisely, since the goal is

not to match them on an individual basis, but rather to

analyze their statistics. This way of exploiting local

features was first reported in the seminal work of

[187 Au2] and soon became very popular, especially in the

context of object recognition (both for specific objects

as well as for category-level recognition). Other appli-

cation domains include scene classification, texture

analysis, image retrieval, and video mining.

Introduction

The first publication on local features appeared after

the observation on the importance of corners and

junctions in visual recognition [1] (see Fig. 1). Since

then a large number of algorithms have been suggested

for extracting ▶ interest points at the extrema of vari-

ous functions computed on the digital shape. Also, it

has been understood early on in the image processing

and visual pattern recognition field that intersections

of straight lines and straight corners are strong indica-

tions of man made structures. Such features have been

used in the first series of applications from line
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drawing images [2] and photomosaics [3]. First mono-

graphs on digital image processing [4, 5] and later

editions served to establish the field on a sound theo-

retical foundation. Several survey articles on local fea-

tures appeared recently [6–8].

Interest points are now the preferred strategy for

solving a wide variety of problems, from wide baseline

matching and the recognition of specific objects to the

recognition of object classes. Additionally, similar ideas

have been applied to texture recognition, scene classi-

fication, robot navigation, visual data mining, and

symmetry detection, to name just a few application

domains.

Local ▶ invariant features not only allow to find

correspondences, in spite of large changes in viewing

conditions, occlusions, and image clutter (wide base-

line matching), but also yield an interesting descrip-

tion of the image content for image retrieval and object

or scene recognition tasks (both for specific objects as

well as categories). To put this into context, some

alternative strategies are briefly summarized, including

global features, image segments, and exhaustive and

random sampling of features.

Global Features

In the field of image retrieval, many global features

have been proposed to describe the image content,

with color histograms and variations thereof as a typi-

cal example [9]. This approach works surprisingly well,

at least for images with distinctive colors, as long as it is

the overall composition of the image as a whole that

the user is interested in, rather than the foreground

object. Indeed, global features cannot distinguish fore-

ground from background, and mix information from

both parts together.

Global features have also been used for object rec-

ognition, resulting in the first appearance-based

approaches to tackle this challenging problem. [10]

and later [11] proposed to compute a principal com-

ponent analysis of a set of model images and to use the

projections onto the first few principal components as

descriptors. Compared to the purely geometry-based

approaches tried before, the results of the novel ap-

pearance-based approach were striking. A whole new

range of natural objects could suddenly be recognized.

However, being based on a global description, image

clutter and occlusions again form a major problem,

limiting the usefulness of the system to cases with clean

backgrounds or where the object can be segmented

out, e.g., relying on motion information.

Image Segments

An approach to overcome the limitations of the global

features is to segment the image in a limited number

Local Image Features. Figure 1 Illustration of local features in line drawing images and a grayvalue image.
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of regions or segments, with each such region

corresponding to a single object or a part thereof.

However, this raises a chicken-and-egg problem as

image segmentation is a very challenging problem in

itself, which in general requires a high-level under-

standing of the image content. For generic objects,

color and texture cues are insufficient to obtain mean-

ingful segmentations.

Sampled Features

A way to deal with the problems encountered with

global features or image segmentation is to exhaustively

sample different subparts of the image at each location

and scale. For each such image subpart, global features

can then be computed. This approach is also referred

to as a sliding window based approach. It has been

especially popular in the context of face detection,

but has also been applied for the recognition of specific

objects or particular object classes such as pedestrians

or cars.

By focusing on subparts of the image, these meth-

ods are able to find similarities between the queries and

the models in spite of changing backgrounds, even if

the object covers only a small percentage of the total

image area. In the bottom, they still do not manage to

cope with partial occlusions, and the allowed shape

variability is smaller than what is feasible with a local

feature based approach. However, by far the biggest

drawback is the inefficiency of this approach. Each and

every subpart of the image must be analyzed, resulting

in thousands or even millions of features per image.

This requires extremely efficient methods which signif-

icantly limits the scope of possible applications. To

overcome the complexity problems sparser fixed grid

sampling of image patches can be used. It is however

difficult to achieve invariance to geometric deforma-

tions for such features. The approach can tolerate some

deformations due to dense sampling over possible

locations, scales, poses etc. but the individual features

are not invariant. As a result, sampled features cannot

be used when the goal is to find precise corres-

pondences between images. However, for some app-

lications such as scene classification or texture

recognition, they may well be sufficient.

In a similar vein, rather than using a fixed grid of

patches, a random sampling of image patches can also

be used. This gives a larger flexibility in the number of

patches, the range of scales or shapes, and their spatial

distribution. Random patches are in fact a subset of the

dense patches, and are used mostly to reduce the com-

plexity. Their repeatability is poor hence they work

better as an addition to the regular features rather

than as a stand alone method.

Finally, to overcome the complexity problems

while still providing a large number of features with

better than random localization one can sample fea-

tures uniformly from edges. This proved useful for

dealing with wiry objects well represented by edges

and curves.

Properties of the Ideal Local Feature

Local features typically have a spatial extent, i.e., the

local neighborhood of pixels mentioned above. In con-

trast to classical segmentation, this can be any subset of

an image. The region boundaries do not have to corre-

spond to the changes in image appearance such as

color or texture. Also, multiple regions may overlap,

and ‘‘uninteresting’’ parts of the image such as homo-

geneous areas can remain uncovered.

Ideally, one would like such local features to corre-

spond to semantically meaningful object parts. In

practice, however, this is unfeasible, as this would

require high-level interpretation of the scene content,

which is not available at this early stage. Instead, detec-

tors select local features directly based on the underly-

ing intensity patterns.

Good features should have the following

properties:

� Repeatability: Given two images of the same object

or scene, taken under different viewing conditions,

a high percentage of the features detected on the

scene part visible in both images should be found

in both images.

� Distinctiveness/informativeness: The intensity pat-

terns underlying the detected features should

show a lot of variation, such that features can be

distinguished and matched.

� Locality: The features should be local, so as to

reduce the probability of occlusion and to allow

simple model approximations of the geometric and

photometric deformations between two images

taken under different viewing conditions (e.g.,

based on a local planarity assumption).

Local Image Features L 3
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� Quantity: The number of detected features should

be sufficiently large, such that a reasonable number

of features are detected even on small objects. How-

ever, the optimal number of features depends on

the application. Ideally, the number of detected

features should be controllable over a large range

by a simple and intuitive threshold. The density

of features should reflect the information con-

tent of the image to provide a compact image

representation.

� Accuracy: The detected features should be accurate-

ly localized, in both image location, with respect to

scale and possibly shape.

� Efficiency: Preferably, the detection of features in a

new image should allow for time-critical applica-

tions. Repeatability, arguably the most important

property of all, can be achieved in two different

ways: either by invariance or by robustness.

� Invariance: When large deformations are to be

expected, the preferred approach is to model these

mathematically if possible, and then develop meth-

ods for feature detection that are unaffected by

these mathematical transformations.

� Robustness: In case of relatively small deformations,

it often suffices to make feature detection methods

less sensitive to such deformations, i.e., the accura-

cy of the detection may decrease, but not drastical-

ly. Typical deformations that are tackled using

robustness are image noise, discretization effects,

compression artifacts, blur, etc. Also geometric and

photometric deviations from the mathematical

model used to obtain invariance are often over-

come by including more robustness.

Clearly, the importance of these different properties

depends on the actual application and settings, and

compromises need to be made.

Repeatability is required in all application scenarios

and it directly depends on the other properties like

invariance, robustness, quantity etc. Depending on

the application, increasing or decreasing them may

result in higher repeatability.

Distinctiveness and locality are competing proper-

ties and cannot be fulfilled simultaneously: the more

local a feature, the less information is available in

the underlying intensity pattern and the harder it

becomes to match it correctly, especially in database

applications where there are many candidate features

to match to. On the other hand, in case of planar

objects and/or purely rotating cameras (e.g., in

image mosaicing applications), images are related

by a global homography, and there are no problems

with occlusions or depth discontinuities. Under these

conditions, the size of the local features can be

increased without problems, resulting in a higher

distinctiveness.

Similarly, an increased level of invariance typically

leads to a reduced distinctiveness, as some of the image

measurements are used to lift the degrees of freedom of

the transformation. A similar rule holds for robustness

versus distinctiveness, as typically some information is

disregarded (considered as noise) to achieve robust-

ness. As a result, it is important to have a clear idea on

the required level of invariance or robustness for a

given application. It is hard to achieve high invariance

and robustness at the same time and invariance, which

is not adapted to the application, may have a negative

impact on the results.

Accuracy is especially important in wide baseline

matching, registration, and structure from motion

applications, where precise correspondences are need-

ed to, e.g., estimate the epipolar geometry or to cali-

brate the camera setup.

Quantity is particularly useful in some class-level

object or scene recognition methods, where it is vital to

densely cover the object of interest. On the other hand,

a high number of features have in most cases a negative

impact on the computation time and it should be kept

within limits. Also robustness is essential for object

class recognition, as it is impossible to model the

intra-class variations mathematically, so full invariance

is impossible. For these applications, an accurate local-

ization is less important. The effect of inaccurate

localization of a feature detector can be countered, up

to some point, by having an extra robust descriptor,

which yields a feature vector that is not affected by

small localization errors.

Related Entries

▶Gabor filter

▶ Image descriptors

▶ Interest points

▶ Local binary pattern

▶ Local Feature Filters

▶Matching

▶Registration
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